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SUMMARY

We developed a computational approach to find the best intervention to achieve
transcription factor (TF) mediated transdifferentiation. We construct probabi-
listic Boolean networks (PBNs) from single-cell RNA sequencing data of two
different cell states to model hematopoietic transcription factors cross-talk.
This was achieved by a ‘‘sampled network’’ approach, which enabled us to
construct large networks. The interventions to induce transdifferentiation con-
sisted of permanently activating or deactivating each of the TFs and determining
the probability mass transfer of steady-state probabilities from the departure to
the destination cell type or state. Our findings support the common assumption
that TFs that are differentially expressed between the two cell types are the best
intervention points to achieve transdifferentiation. TFs whose interventions are
found to transdifferentiate progenitor B cells into monocytes include EBF1
down-regulation, CEBPB up-regulation, TCF3 down-regulation, and STAT3
up-regulation.

INTRODUCTION

Transdifferentiation, the direct transition of one mature cell type into another, has been widely observed in

metazoa, either spontaneously or experimentally induced (Addis et al., 2013; Vierbuchen et al., 2010; Zhou

et al., 2008). The attribute ‘‘direct’’ is defined as a cell type switching without passage through a common

progenitor state of the two respective cell types, let alone an embryonic or induced pluripotent state (iPS)

(Nicholas and Kriegstein, 2010). Such a detour would require two steps, induced dedifferentiation

(commonly referred to as ‘‘reprogramming’’) followed by the guided differentiation into a ‘‘destination’’

cell type. The redirection via a pluripotent state is inefficient and associated with the risk of teratoma for-

mation (Cie�slar-Pobuda et al., 2017).

Inducing transdifferentiation from one cell type to another has a variety of applications in tissue engineer-

ing, regenerative medicine, or cancer reversion to a normal (postmitotic) state (Cho et al., 2017; Grath and

Dai, 2019). Like reprogramming, transdifferentiation can be achieved by ectopic overexpression of tran-

scription factors (TF) because they regulate the expression of genes, collectively establishing the complex

gene regulatory network (GRN) of the genome. The GRN governs gene activation programs, thereby es-

tablishing the gene expression profile that in turn determines the cell phenotype (Grath and Dai, 2019).

Although cell-lineage determining TFs in development have long been described, evaluating which TF

can serve as a switch to induce a given transdifferentiation is still largely empirical. As trial-and-error exper-

iments to determine which TFs induce destination transdifferentiation are time-consuming, there is a need

for the theoretical prediction of the specific (set of) TF(s) that can serve as intervention points for inducing

transdifferentiation from a given cell type to another based on their distinct gene expression patterns.

The simplest method is to overexpress a TF that is known to be strongly associated with a cell type, i.e. a TF

that acts as a canonical cell type-specific marker (Neph et al., 2012). Overexpression in the departure cell

type A of such a lineage-defining TF that is specific for the destination cell type B has in many cases suc-

cessfully converted cells from type A to type B (Heinäniemi et al., 2013). Such interpretation of correlation

(cell type-specific expression) as causation, and its use for actuation, has proven surprisingly successful

(Grath and Dai, 2019). Herein the intervention is typically the permanent switching on (ectopic overexpres-

sion) or off (genetic knockout) of an appropriate putative fate-determining TF (Ledford, 2015). This quali-

tative approach has limitations: it ignores the particular nature of the high-dimensional departure cell state,

notably the information offered by the genome-wide gene expression profiles, as well as possible causal
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regulatory relationships, and is thus often inefficient. More recent computational prioritization of the TFs to

be actuated in transdifferentiation protocols consider the gene expression profile (transcriptome) of cell

lineages (Consortium et al., 2018; Rackham et al., 2016) or explicitly utilize curated gene regulatory circuit

models to predict the required TF perturbation (Cahan et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2013).

Single-cell transcriptome measurements now offer a new opportunity for refining transcriptome-based pri-

oritization of the TFs to be used for intervention. The dispersion of cellular transcriptomes among isogenic

cells of the same nominal cell type exposed by single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNAseq) is more than just

‘‘noise.’’ The structure of the dispersion in the high-dimensional expression space also reflects intrinsic con-

straints imposed by the GRN that controls the stability of cell states and changes in cell transcriptomes

(Huang, 1999; Huang and Ingber, 2000; Kauffman, 1969). Moreover, the heterogeneity of cell states within

one population of cells of the same type has emerged as one of the major reasons for the inefficiency of cell

reprogramming (Chen, 2020; Francesconi et al., 2019). Thus, for a model of cell transdifferentiation to be

successful, heterogeneity within the cell type needs to be taken into account.

We present a method based on the framework of probabilistic Boolean networks (PBNs) (Shmulevich et al.,

2002a) to prioritize the TFs for genetic interventions that trigger transdifferentiation based on observed sin-

gle-cell transcriptomes in populations of cells. Boolean networks (BN) had been used since their introduc-

tion by Kauffman in 1969 to deterministically model large (artificial) GRNs and to study fundamental prop-

erties of their dynamics, notably the settling of the network dynamics into a stable attractor state, a stable

GRN-wide gene activation configuration that represents a biologically observable stable steady-state, or

notably, a cell type (Braccini et al., 2017; Enciso et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2005; Joo et al., 2018; Krumsiek

et al., 2011).

PBNs were originally proposed to capture the ability to explicitly represent biological regulation using

rules, a way to absorb uncertainty into the model, the ability to use the model to study dynamics in a sto-

chastic framework (enabling one to determine long-term behavior and steady states), and as a means of

determining how a perturbation to a gene in the network affects system behavior. The latter is particularly

important for driving the system toward a destination endpoint, such as in therapeutic intervention (Shmu-

levich et al., 2002a, 2002b).

With the advent of single-cell transcriptomics, we now have the opportunity to observe the heterogeneity

of cell populations. Although PBNs naturally capture the uncertainty that may be either contextual (e.g.,

environmental inputs) or related to measurement noise in the case of model inference from data, the

described approach lies in constructing many PBNs by directly making use of stochastic cell-to-cell vari-

ability of transcriptomes of individual cells. We focus only on genes capable of transcriptional regulation,

as mediated by TFs. Thus, we focus on regulators that form the ‘‘core’’ of the PBNs constructed within our

framework. By contrast, the ‘‘peripheral’’ genes that do not control other genes, such as structural proteins,

do not directly contribute to driving the dynamics of the PBN.

We develop a stochastic dynamical model that generates the observed steady-state distribution of cell

states, applied to the transdifferentiation scenario. Thus, we model two steady-state distributions repre-

senting the two dispersed cell populations within two GRN attractors: that of the departure cell type

and that of the destination cell type. With the PBN formalism, we built an ensemble of BNs from randomly

chosen pairs of cells of each of the two observed distributions in the single-cell transcriptomics data, rep-

resenting the departure and destination state, respectively. The PBN constructed solely based on such

static single-cell resolution gene expression data was then used for modeling transdifferentiation. We

used a new PBN construction mechanism that we call the sampled network approach, which reduces

computational costs compared to methods involving the full network, affording a significant increase in

the number of nodes that can be considered. Using synthetic data, we demonstrated that the sampled

and the full (not sampled) network identified the same cell types and also yielded consistent results in

the intervention analysis.

This article is organized as follows. In the results section, we first present the process of building BNs from

data and the merging of a set of BNs into a PBN using the two different approaches, the full and sampled

network. We then show findings from the analyses of synthetic data as a validation of the method, followed

by results of the analysis of published scRNAseq data for the case of progenitor B cells and monocytes and
2 iScience 25, 104951, September 16, 2022
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Figure 1. The methodology overview

The left panel shows the data preprocessing part. The binarized gene expression of relevant transcription factors (TFs) is

fed into the model. The right panel shows the sequential steps of the modeling. First, n BNs are built based on one

randomly picked cell state pair and one PBN is built based on the n BNs. This process of picking random cell state pairs is

repeated k times resulting in k PBNs. Intervention analysis is performed on each PBN separately and the results are

aggregated into one consensus list that represents the TF interventions that are most likely to induce the

transdifferentiation of the departure cell type into the destination cell type. N is the number of nodes in a BN, m is the

number of genes after feature selection.
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the transdifferentiation between these two cell types. In the discussion section, we offer additional

thoughts on our algorithm and compare the results with that of the literature. The Star Methods section

describes the details of the implementation. The supplementary data contain further analysis and an intro-

duction to the basic formalism of BNs and PBNs.
RESULTS

Overview of the procedure

To exploit static scRNAseq data for modeling transdifferentiation, we used probabilistic Boolean networks

(PBNs) with the goal of identifying the set of TFs whose activity needs to be permanently set to ON or OFF

(‘‘permanent intervention’’) to achieve transdifferentiation from the departure to the destination cell type.

As a limited number of TFs play a prominent role in controlling a cell type-specific transcriptional state by

autoregulation, cross-regulating each other, and regulating cell type-specific gene expression, we

restricted the analysis of gene regulatory networks only to TFs. ‘‘Permanent intervention’’ models gene

deletion or ectopic overexpression which are still the most common and reliable genetic manipulations

(Afzal et al., 2020; Ledford, 2015). The overall approach is shown in Figure 1.

In order to build the PBNs, every Boolean function from every Boolean network constructed by the BN

construction algorithm was used. We used two different approaches, namely, the full and the sampled

network approaches. In the full network approach, every TF in the system is a node in every BN. In

the sampled network approach, a different randomly sampled subset of TFs constitutes the nodes of

each BN. We showed, with synthetic data, that the intervention results using the sampled network

approach are consistent with the results using the entire network that contains all the nodes (i.e., full

network approach).

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that subsamples the cell states at the node level in order

to reduce the state space, thus addressing the scalability problem of all network models, including PBNs,

that have an exponentially growing state space relative to the number of nodes.

In order to use PBNs starting from the single-cell gene expression data that contains the transcript counts

for each gene in every cell, we first impute and binarize the data by setting the expression of a gene in a cell

to 1 if there is an expression, otherwise to 0, obtaining two gene-by-cell binary data matrices, for the desti-

nation and the departure cell population, respectively (Figure 1, left). To evaluate the approach we also

generated synthetic data in the same binary form by randomly generated pairs of Boolean vectors that

represent cell states from cells in the departure and destination cell types. In both cases, the cell-type

gene expression matrices, observed or synthetic, are interpreted as steady states to build the PBN (Fig-

ure 1, right).
iScience 25, 104951, September 16, 2022 3
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Analysis of synthetic data

This analysis validates the ‘‘sampled network’’ approach. We first randomly generated multiple pairs of

Boolean vectors, which represent the steady-state cells in the population of departure and destination

cell types, respectively. These steady-states are the starting point to construct PBNs that will be used to

model the transition of the states by representing each gene with a node. A node’s value can be updated

by a Boolean function that is sampled with a selection probability among a set of Boolean functions taken

from the Boolean networks, constructed as follows. First, Boolean networks (BN) are constructed from the

gene expression data of each departure-destination pair of states using the BN construction algorithm

developed by Pal et al. (2005), which uses states extracted from steady-state gene expression data to build

BNs that possess these states as their attractors (the states that a BN eventually reaches). We then construct

a PBN by using the Boolean functions (for each node) from the constructed BNs. In the PBN, a node’s value

is updated by a Boolean function that is sampled with a selection probability among a set of Boolean func-

tions that have been found by the BN construction algorithm. In the full network approach, every TF in the

system is a node in every BN. To reduce the computational cost, we also used the sampled network

approach in which a different randomly sampled subset of the TFs constitutes the nodes of each BN.

Evaluation of probabilistic Boolean networks constructed by using the full and sampled network
approach

We first had to determine whether the PBNs constructed using the full and the sampled network ap-

proaches consistently predict the highest steady-state probabilities for the cell states from which they

have been built. We also determined whether the two approaches are consistent in terms of the probability

shifts achieved by the intervention and of the steady-state probability distributions induced by the different

interventions. Intervention means setting a node’s (gene) value to 0 or 1 forever, representing a ‘‘constitu-

tive’’ genetic manipulation. We also verified the consistency of the sampled network approach by building

multiple PBNs on the same cell state pairs in the synthetic data and showing that the probability shifts are

highly concordant.

We first determined which intervention caused the highest probability of mass shift from the departure to

the destination cell states. There are eight possible intervention types for a given TF: the TF can have value

0 or 1 in the departure cell state and 0 or 1 in the destination cell state and the intervention can be either

setting the TF’s value to 0 (TF = 0) or to 1 (TF = 1). We evaluated the consistency between the full and

sampled network approaches in terms of both steady-state distribution and probability mass shift from de-

parture to destination cell states caused by the interventions. To do so, 100 PBNs on 100 different cell state

pairs were built using the full network and the sampled network approaches. Each cell state is represented

by a vector of random binary values of length 10 and a cell state pair represents two states randomly as-

signed to departure and destination cell types. We applied permanent intervention to each TF by fixing

it to a value of 0 or 1.

We then investigated the concordance of the sampled network approach by building 100 PBNs on the

same cell pair. We also showed one example of the steady-state distribution induced by each intervention

type. For all cell state pairs, the cell states were correctly characterized as the states with the highest steady-

state probability by both full and sampled network approaches. As two cell states were used to build each

BN, the states of the PBN corresponding to these cell states were expected to have steady-state probabil-

ity of around 0.5. The mean and SD of the steady-state probabilities of cell states from full and sampled

networks were 0.4664, 0.0773 and 0.4568, 0.0412, respectively. The histogram of probabilities, at the steady

state, of the cell states across all PBNs is shown in Figure 2.

Probability shift induced by interventions in the probabilistic Boolean network from synthetic data

We next quantified the shift of the probability of the steady-state of the departure to that of the destination

cell type following an intervention. We calculated the probability of mass shift induced by interventions

(TF = 0 or TF = 1) on which the TF has different values in the departure and destination cell states and

the intervention is performed consistently with the destination cell states. Figure 3 shows the probability

of mass shift for the two relevant cases mentioned above.

The results show that both the full network and sampled network approaches find that the probability mass

shift from departure to destination cell states computed from different PBNs is centered at 0.5 and, inter-

estingly, that the sampled network approach is more consistent as evidenced by the narrower distribution.
4 iScience 25, 104951, September 16, 2022
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Figure 2. The histogram of steady-state probabilities (SSPs) of cell states in the constructed PBNs

(A and B) (A) Shows counts of cell states with the probability on the x axis using the full network approach; (B) shows counts

of cell states with the probability on the x axis using the sampled network approach; The total number of cell states is 200

in each case (100 cell state pairs). Two cell states are used to build each BN. The states of the PBN corresponding to these

cell states are expected to have steady-state probability of around 0.5 before any intervention. The steady-state

probabilities being around 0.5 validate the BN and PBN construction mechanisms.
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We believe that the reason for this phenomenon is that the sampled network has a smaller search space

than the full network.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of Pearson correlation coefficients between steady-state probabilities of

the states in the full and sampled networks after the same intervention. The interventions considered for

each TF are the ones that have different values in the departure and destination cell states and the inter-

vention is performed consistently with the target value (for each intervention). It also shows the distribution

of Pearson correlation coefficients between steady-state probabilities of the states in the full and sampled

network after the same interventions per cell pair. One correlation is produced over all desired interven-

tions for one cell state pair. As can be seen, the correlations are consistently high.

Probability shifts and steady-state distributions after different types of interventions on one
example pair of departure and destination cell states

This analysis was performed on the PBNs built using the sampled network approach in order to understand

how the probability mass shifts after different intervention types and to compute the steady-state distribu-

tions of the PBN induced by them. We built 100 PBNs using the sampled network approach on one cell

state pair (Departure: 1010101110, Destination: 1001010011). Different types of intervention were per-

formed on each PBN. Figure 5 shows the probability of mass shift and the steady-state distributions of

the PBNs induced by different interventions. There are four groups of behaviors caused by the eight types

of intervention. Only one group (Group 4) results in the desired probability shift. The small inter-quartiles in

the boxplots show the consistency of our results.
Analysis of biological data

We applied our approach to the scRNAseq data (GSE116256) which was generated by the study (Van Galen

et al., 2019). We only used gene expression data from healthy donors. We sought to find the interventions

that would induce the shift with highest probability from a progenitor B cell state (departure) to amonocytic

state (destination) utilizing single-cell transcriptome data available for these two cell types. Transdifferen-

tiation from progenitor B cells to monocytes has previously been observed (Cirovic et al., 2017; Stoilova

et al., 2013). Using the scRNAseq dataset to determine the TF intervention most likely to induce the trans-

differentiation of progenitor B cells into monocytes, we randomly picked one progenitor B cell state and

one monocyte cell state from the single-cell transcriptomes and constructed one PBN for each such cell

state pair. We repeated this multiple times so as to capture the heterogeneity in the scRNAseq data within
iScience 25, 104951, September 16, 2022 5
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each cell type. We used 30 hematopoiesis-related TFs that were retrieved from a comprehensive literature

review (Hannah et al., 2011) and built our model using the sampled network approach, as the full network

approach becomes computationally prohibitive (with 230 states). We found that the two states predicted to

have the highest steady-state probability indeedhad specific gene expression profiles of the progenitor B

cell and monocyte state pair from which the PBNs were constructed.

Intervention to achieve progenitor B cell to monocyte transition

We next analyzed the intervention on each of the 500 sampled cell state pairs. The PBNs built on each

cell pair were subjected to 60 possible TF-interventions (TF = 0 and TF = 1 for each of the 30 TFs), ob-

taining a ranked list of TF interventions from each PBN based on the probability shift they induced.

Finally, we aggregated the lists using the RobustRankAggregation method (Kolde et al., 2012) to obtain

one consensus list. In the consensus list, we found that EBF1 down-regulation, CEBPB up-regulation,

TCF3 down-regulation, and STAT3 upregulation are the interventions (in decreasing order) that are

most likely to achieve transdifferentiation from progenitor B cells into monocytes. The probability shifts

of the interventions that cause transdifferentiation with the highest probability over the sampled data

points are shown in Figure 6.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we have developed a PBN-based approach to identify the gene in a gene regulatory network

whose manipulation (permanent activation or inactivation) is most likely to induce the transdifferentiation

of one cell type into another. We limited our networks to the subgraphs representing TFs because these

regulatory genes control the activity of other genes and thus, collectively dictate the dynamics of the global

gene activity profiles, in which stable gene expression states embody the stable cell types. We show that

the new sampled network approach, which offers the facility to efficiently examine large networks, pro-

duces consistent results with the full network approach (Figure 5).

Our analysis was designed to focus on ‘‘permanent interventions’’ and thus will naturally not find regulators

whose transient activation (pulsed expression) would have sufficed to cause transdifferentiation. For

instance, some factors can be upregulated to initiate the transdifferentiation and then can or must be

down-regulated again when the destination state is reached. In the biological context of (patho)physiolog-

ical transitions, such regulatory factors that are induced transiently in response to regulatory signals from

the tissue and thus define a transition state have been amply described. For instance, immediate-early

genes (IEG), typically signal transduction and transcriptional regulators, are rapidly induced on receiving

a differentiation signal and then subside within minutes to hours, thus defining an unstable transition state

(Moris et al., 2016). In contrast to such natural transitions, transdifferentiation by the experimental manip-

ulation of lineage-specific TFs, as modeled by our interventions, may represent a brute, external imposition

of a desired state.
6 iScience 25, 104951, September 16, 2022
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Nevertheless, the fact that a (permanent) alteration of a cell type-specific TF can induce transdifferentiation

into a stable state may reflect a deeper biological organization through which the GRN governs develop-

ment. One could envisage that the evolutionary innovation that adds a new cell type (along with its novel

distinct gene expression state) to the existing cell type repertoire of a metazoan must also guarantee that

the new cell type can be reached during development in an effective manner from an existing cell type as

the departure state. A simple implementation of this requirement would be a dual role for the distinct mo-

lecular feature both in specifying the new trait as well as in implementing its development.

The approach we took captures two types of uncertainty. The first is the uncertainty of our knowledge of TF-

TF interactions. A TF’s expression state can be determined by different upstream TFs and rules with

different probabilities. This type of uncertainty is handled by each PBN of an ensemble of BNs. Second,

there is uncertainty in scRNAseq data owing to experimental variability as well as the physical stochasticity

of gene expression. To address both uncertainties we randomly sampled the cell type states, which capture

the frequency of the different cell states in the scRNAseq data, where a state is defined by the binary

expression status of 30 hematopoiesis-related TFs. We then constructed one PBN from each pair of cells

(one drawn from the distribution of the departure and one from that of the destination cells) and performed

intervention analysis for each pair of cells independently. We then aggregated the results from the set of

different PBNs thus generated and built a consensus-ranked list of the interventions most likely to induce

the transdifferentiation of progenitor B cells intomonocytes. This approach can easily be applied to any cell

state pair from two cell types for which an intervention that triggers a transition is sought.

A most intriguing finding is that the TFs that are differentially expressed between departure and destina-

tion cell types are also the ones that are more likely to induce the transdifferentiation of one cell type into

another when targeted by our intervention. This finding that TFs differentially expressed in destination

state X are also the levers for achieving that state X by overexpression essentially means that in cell fate

regulation, ‘‘correlation is causation’’ as implicitly assumed in reprogramming efforts (Crespo and Del

Sol, 2013; Okawa et al., 2016; Rackham et al., 2016) that aim to find the best TF intervention for cell reprog-

ramming. Indeed, lineage-specific TFs are also the master fate-determining regulators (Guerrero-Ramirez

et al., 2018). This complementary approach for identifying stringent cell type-specificmarkers has identified

TFs that are also enriched for those that have been utilized for reprogramming into the respective cell types

(Consortium et al., 2020). This consistent finding lends further support to the mapping between TFs that act

as cell type-specific ‘‘markers’’ and the (same) TFs that act as lineage determining factors sufficient to drive

transdifferentiation into said cell type. Our computational approach harnesses the information immanent

in the observed cell states that in turn reflects the regulatory constraints imparted by the GRN and makes

predictions that are consistent with this empirical assumption. Such fundamental robustness in develop-

ment and its evolution, which randomly rewires the gene regulatory network and evaluates the functional

consequence on developmental paths (evolutionary developmental biology) (Torres-Sosa et al., 2012), may

also be reflected in the PBN that we used.
iScience 25, 104951, September 16, 2022 7
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Figure 5. The probability of mass shift induced by different intervention types

100 PBNs were built on the same cell state pair (Departure: 1010101110, Destination: 1001010011) using the sampled

network approach. The boxplots show the probability of mass shift induced by different intervention types: The

intervention types are denoted by UX_DY_IZ where U and D stand for departure and destination cell states, X and Y are

the values of the TF in the departure and destination cell states and I stands for Intervention and Z is the value that the TF is

set to after intervention, where X, Y, and Z are binary values. Example representation: U1_D1_I0: TF’s value in departure

cell state = 1, TF’s value in destination cell state = 1 and Intervention is setting the TF to 0. Group 1 (U0_D0_I0 and

U1_D1_I1) has almost no effect on the steady-state distribution while in Group 2 (U0_D0_I1 and U1_D1_I0) the steady-

state probability mass of cell states is distributed over other states and the initial cell states are lost. In Group 3 (U0_D1_I0

and U1_D0_I1), the steady-state probability mass is moved toward the departure cell state while in Group 4 (U1_D0_I0

and U0_D1_I1), most of the steady-state probability distribution is moved toward the destination cell state.
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The identity of the factor needed to induce a state (‘‘lineage-determining factor’’) with that of being a

distinct feature of said state (‘‘lineage marker’’) has a long history in experimental biology, starting with

the seminal work of Weintraub who used the muscle-cell specific TF MyoD to induce the transdifferentia-

tion of fibroblasts into myoblasts (Stadtfeld et al., 2008). However, this collapse of correlation with causa-

tion is far from universal. First, successful transdifferentiation requires the departure state to be permissive,

which is more likely the case when it is developmentally related to the destination state (Weintraub et al.,

1989). Specifically, MyoD does not produce myoblasts when overexpressed, e.g., in epithelial cells. Here,

we study the transition from B cells to monocytes, both of which are immune cells that share functional fea-

tures, such as antigen-presentation. Thus, the initial state, that is the departure state, also plays a role in

determining the feasibility of given transdifferentiation.

The biological principle that transdifferentiation can be achieved simply by upregulating the cell type-specific

transcription factor of the destination cell type (Fu et al., 2017; Grath and Dai, 2019) is in line with the comple-

mentary notion that repression of regulators that establish the resident cell type can also cause transdifferentia-

tion away from it (Aydin and Mazzoni, 2019). Our analysis also supports this empirical property.

For the specific transdifferentiation of progenitor B cells intomonocytes, our findings indicate that EBF1down-

regulation, CEBPB up-regulation, TCF3 down-regulation, and STAT3 up-regulation promote this transdiffer-

entiation. Indeed, EBF1 (Ceredig et al., 2009; Laurenti et al., 2013) and TCF3 (Somasundaram et al., 2015)

whose inactivation triggers exit from the B cell state, has been shown to be critical for differentiation into B

cells and for maintenance of B cell lineage identity. Conversely, the upregulation of CEBPB is known to trans-

differentiate progenitor B cells into monocytes (Cirovic et al., 2017). STAT3 is also known to have a role in

monocyte differentiation (Bigley et al., 2011; Miranda et al., 2005; Paul et al., 2016).

EBF1 is a regulator known to be required for B cell formation from its precursors, while also disallowing their

differentiation into other cell lineages (Boller et al., 2018) and is also essential for the maintenance of the B

cell state. Furthermore, knockout of EBF1 causes myeloid development, whereas the restoration of EBF1

expression inhibits myeloid differentiation (Pongubala et al., 2008). EBF1 regulates B-lymphoid versus

myeloid and other fates by enforcing B cell-related gene expression while reducing the expression of

myeloid-related genes like PU.1 and EBP (Dorantes-Acosta and Pelayo, 2012). Thus, it represents a hypoth-

esized target the suppression of which is predicted to lead to monocyte differentiation.

CEBPB is known to induce transdifferentiation in murine cells (Cirovic et al., 2017; Stoilova et al., 2013) but

to the best of our knowledge, it has not been tested in human cells. CEBPA, however, is known to
8 iScience 25, 104951, September 16, 2022
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transdifferentiate pre-B cells into macrophages in humans with 100% efficiency in the absence of stroma

(Bussmann et al., 2009). In the dataset that we used, CEBPA has low expression and it is known that the

lack of CEBPA can be compensated by the activation of CEBPB (Cirovic et al., 2017). As CEBPA and

CEBPB have overlapping roles, it may explain why we found CEBPB as a candidate target and not

CEBPA. Thus, CEBPB represents another candidate for experimental validation.

CEBPA expression levels were very low in the entire dataset including progenitor B cells and monocytes

although CEBPA is known to be highly expressed in monocytes (Krumsiek et al., 2011). Moreover,

CEBPA is not specific to B cells but rather appears to be a generic regulator in the development of lineages

with wide-ranging pioneer factor activity involved in fate determination of cell types ranging from lung, ad-

ipose, to T- and myeloid cells (Ohlsson et al., 2016).

TCF3 is a B cell fate determinant and one of the regulators of EBF1 (Laslo et al., 2008). Thus, downregulation of

TCF3 could be desired intervention for the same reason as downregulating EBF1. Both TCF3 and EBF1 are tran-

scription factors that play a role in transdifferentiation from B cells to macrophages (Eguizabal et al., 2013).

Several approaches that have utilized bulk transcriptome data for finding the TFs most likely to induce cell

type conversions or reprogramming have been proposed. Mogrify (Rackham et al., 2016), CellNet (Cahan

et al., 2014), and the study by D’Alessio et al. (D’Alessio et al., 2015) do not consider TF-TF interactions in

their models. By contrast, several Boolean network approaches explicitly model cell (trans)-differentiation

(Collombet et al., 2017; Enciso et al., 2020; Krumsiek et al., 2011) based on a rule set extracted from the

literature to define the presumed ground truth Boolean functions for every gene. Our method departs

from these two approaches: while the PBN approach is inherently also data-driven and models transdiffer-

entiation within a dynamical system framework, it does not seek to infer any GRN architecture. Put another

way, it is not our aim to determine from the data how each gene is regulated by other genes in order to

formulate the dynamical system equations that explicitly model the attractor transition dynamics. More-

over, unlike all previous work with PBNs that utilize the ‘‘bulk transcriptome’’ of an entire population of cells

as aggregate, we now specifically exploit the dispersion of transcriptomic states of cells of the same type as

observed in single-cell transcriptome data. To the best of our knowledge, the only computational method

for prioritizing candidate transcription factors using the scRNAseq data is TransSynW (Ribeiro et al., 2021),

which considers source and target cell types, but unlike our method, does not include TF interactions.
Limitations of the study

A limitation of the study is that our approach does not explicitly utilize the gene expression counts from the

RNAseq data, but is based on a binary representation of gene expression values. This binary discretization

may be an oversimplification of gene expression but this trade-off is necessary for the efficient simulation of

large ensembles of networks. Moreover, a long history of modeling gene complex regulatory networks as

Boolean networks with binary-valued gene expression suggests that the network architecture and the Bool-

ean function as such capture much of the emerging biological behavior of the regulatory network.
iScience 25, 104951, September 16, 2022 9
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Although our system is limited to the subnetwork comprising the TFs, it can be extended to lineage-spe-

cific gene signatures and encompass other classes of regulators, like miRNAs.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Deposited data

Single-cell RNA-seq reveals AML hierarchies relevant to disease

progression and immunity

(Van Galen et al., 2019) https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/

acc.cgi?acc=GSE116256

Software and algorithms

R Programming Language https://cran.r-project.org

Julia Programming Language https://julialang.org

Generating Boolean networks with a prescribed attractor structure (Pal et al., 2005) https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6954489

Sampled Network Approach This paper https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6954489
RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead con-

tact, Ilya Shmulevich (ilya.shmulevich@isbscience.org).
Materials availability

� This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

d Data availability: The data is available at GEO repository with GEOID GSE116256 https://www.ncbi.nlm.

nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE116256.

d Code availability: The code is freely available on https://github.com/IlyaLab/CellReprogramming.

Archived code as at time of publication: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6954489.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the

Lead Contact upon request.
METHOD DETAILS

BN construction

BNs were originally proposed by Kauffman in 1969 for representing gene regulatory networks, where a

gene is quantized as 1 (0) if it is ON (OFF) (Kauffman, 1969). A Boolean network is a directed graph (G,

E) where each node xi is a binary variable that is updated at each time point and each edge Eij represents

regulation of xj by xi (Schwab et al., 2020). The value that xi takes at time t+1 is determined by its regulators’

values at time t with a Boolean function that is assigned to xi. This update can be synchronous or asynchro-

nous with other genes depending on whether all nodes’ values are updated simultaneously or sequentially.

In this study we used synchronous updates. The values of all nodes at time point t together represent the

state of the network at time point t. A Boolean network has 2n states, where n is the number of nodes and a

transition from a state (time point t) has to lead to only one state (time point t+1) as determined by the

values of the input nodes for each node at time point t.

In the long term, depending on the initial conditions, Boolean networks reach some state(s) and stay there

forever unless a perturbation/intervention is introduced to the network. These stable states are called at-

tractors and can be fixed points or cycles. If it is a fixed point attractor, then the state at time point t+1 will

always be the same as the state at time t while if it is a cyclic attractor, the cycle will have a finite number of

states and every state in the cycle will eventually be revisited. Fixed point attractors represent stable cell

types (or cell states) in homeostasis (Zhou et al., 2013), which we assume in this study. Another reason to
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use only fixed point attractors is that cycle attractors are mostly artifacts of synchronous updating (Greil and

Drossel, 2005; Greil et al., 2007).

Before constructing the PBN, we first built a set of BNs using static single cell gene expression data and the

algorithm developed by Pal et al. (2005). This algorithm uses a set of (observed) states extracted from

steady state gene expression data and builds BNs that possess these states as their attractors. This is an

ill-posed inverse problem because many or no BNs may have these attractors. The algorithm randomly

samples attractors from the observed states and picks a random subset of genes Wi that, when used as in-

puts, collectively determine the value of gene xi via the Boolean function fi assigned to gene xi and then

checks the compatibility of the set Wi with the given attractors. If the set is not compatible with the attrac-

tors, it picks a new set Wi. The algorithm generates the truth table that corresponds to the attractors and

randomly assigns the remaining entries. It checks for cycling attractors and if found, it refills the truth table.

In addition to the attractors, the maximum connectivity in the network and the minimum and maximum

number of level sets of the states in the BNs are also constrained. Level sets of states represent the number

of transitions required to reach one of the attractors and are computed from the state transition diagram;

e.g., level set Ij consists of the states that can reach one of the attractors in j transitions (Pal et al., 2005). In

our study, we constructed PBNs using only those Boolean functions that exist in any of the BNs that have

been constructed from the given two attractors, each of which is specified by the two single cells’ transcrip-

tional states.
PBN construction

PBNs are generalizations of BNs where a node’s value can be updated by a Boolean function that is

sampled with a selection probability among a set of Boolean functions (‘‘predictors’’) (Shmulevich et al.,

2002a). The set of Boolean functions for a node xi is represented as

Fi =
n
f ðiÞj

o
j = 1;::;lðiÞ

where fj
(i) is one of the predictors that determine the value of node xi and lðiÞ is the number of predictors of

node xi.

We constructed one PBN using the set of BNs constructed from the gene expression data of each pair of

attractor states representing the cell state pair from the two cell types that defines the destination transi-

tion. We then performed the interventions that achieve the transition. Intervention analysis then serves to

predict the TFs that can be used for inducing transdifferentiation.

We used the so-called independent PBN approach (Shmulevich et al., 2002a), which assumes indepen-

dence of the predictors. This assumption is needed for the sampled network approach.

The state into which a PBN will transition is determined by the joint probability of the node predictors. The

dynamics of the PBN correspond to a Markov chain (Shmulevich et al., 2002a). To be able to escape from an

irreducible sub-chain, the system needs to have a small randomperturbation probability p > 0. The random

perturbation of a node is the flipping of its value from 0 to 1 or vice versa independently of other nodes. The

Markov chain induced by the PBN becomes ergodic (every state becomes reachable) with the introduction

of such small random perturbations to the system. The ergodicity implies the existence of a unique steady

state distribution, which represents long term behavior. We estimate the steady state distribution by

running the network for a sufficiently long time (until convergence, after a burn-in period) and calculating

the time spent in each state.
Permanent intervention

A permanent intervention is the setting of a gene’s value and fixing it permanently in this value. For a PBN,

this means that the Boolean function that determines the gene’s value has selection probability 1 and is set

to the identity function, and the initial value is set to a desired value of 0 or 1. This intervention reduces the

state space by half since the states in which the intervened gene has the value that is not equal to the fixed

value cannot be observed. The permanent intervention has no effect on the other genes’ predictive Bool-

ean functions or selection probabilities of these functions (Shmulevich et al., 2002b).
14 iScience 25, 104951, September 16, 2022
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Synthetic data analysis methods

Construction of synthetic PBNs

We generated 100 cell state pairs where each cell state is represented by 10 binary TFs, i.e., a binary vector

of length 10. In the full network approach, we built 50,000 BNs using these 10 TFs together for each cell

state pair (100 cell state pairs, 5000 BNs for each, 500,000 BNs, 5,000,000 Boolean functions). In the sampled

network approach, for each cell state pair, we sampled 5 TFs out of 10, built 100 BNs and repeated this 100

times (100 cell state pairs, 100 subsets, 100 BNs = 1,000,000 BNs, 5,000,000 Boolean functions). We used the

same number of Boolean functions for each of the approaches. The number of inputs for each TF (number

of inputs to the Boolean function) was picked randomly among 1, 2, 3; the number of levels of the BNs

ranged between 2 and 10 and the perturbation probability was 0.002 for both full and sampled network

approaches. We had many synthetic networks, we set a high perturbation probability to accelerate conver-

gence, without changing the overall results.

The Markov chain was simulated for 100,000 iterations with a burn-in period of 50,000 iterations. We

divided the visited states into two groups: between 50,000 and 75,000th iterations and between 75,001

and 100,000th iterations. Then we had two distributions of length 1024 (2^10), each element of which is

the number of visits to a state. We performed the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test on the two distributions for

each of 100 cell state pairs (both full network and sampled network approaches) to determine whether

the distributions are statistically indistinguishable (p > 0.05) to assess convergence. The steady state prob-

ability (SSP) of states was calculated by simulation. We calculated the number of visits to each state to find

the states where the PBN has spent its time the most and checked whether they correspond to the attrac-

tors of the constituent BNs of the PBN.
Permanent intervention

Permanent intervention was performed by setting a TF to a value and not updating its value during the it-

erations (a frozen node in the network). The Boolean function for that TF can be represented as a fixed con-

stant Boolean function: f=0 or f=1 with selection probability 1. In the intervention analysis, we calculated the

number of visits to each state just like we did for finding attractors except that each state consisted of 9 TFs

since we excluded the TF with which we intervened. There are 512 steady state probabilities in each inter-

vention analysis.

The amount of probability that is shifted from the departure to the destination state is defined as,

PS � ½ðpFB � pFAÞ + ðpTA � pTBÞ�=2
where PS is the probability mass moved from the departure state to the destination state.pFB, pFA, pTB, pTA

represent the probability mass on the departure state before and after intervention and the probability

mass on the destination state before and after intervention, respectively.

There are 8 types of intervention per TF: the TF can be 0 or 1 in the departure cell state and 0 or 1 in the

destination cell state and the intervention is denoted as TF = 0 or TF = 1. We are interested in the following

relevant interventions for the cases where the TF has different values in departure and destination cell

states. The intervention is performed consistently with the destination cell state (i.e., if the target bit is 1,

then the intervention is also 1). The relevant cases are the TFs whose value is 0 in the departure cell state,

and 1 in the destination cell state, and TF = 1 and the TFs whose value is 1 in the departure cell state, and

0 in the destination cell state, and TF = 0.

We monitor convergence in the same way we do for PBN construction.
Biological data analysis methods

Data preparation for PBN construction

The scRNAseq data (GSE116256) in this analysis was generated by the study (VanGalen et al., 2019), the aim

of which was to understand the AML micro-environment, distinguish healthy and malignant cell types and

illustrate subclonal evolution using transcriptomics andmutational data fromAML patients and healthy do-

nors. The dataset includes 38,410 cells from 40 bone marrow aspirates from 16 AML patients (30,712 cells)

and 5 healthy samples (7,698 cells) as well as genotyping for 3,799 cells. The cell types from healthy donors

that we used are progenitor B cell and monocyte. In our analysis we used combined data from progenitor B
iScience 25, 104951, September 16, 2022 15
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cells and monocytes from four healthy donors since one healthy donor was used for enriching progenitors

(CD34+CD38– and CD34+).

We performed drop-out imputation with the R-Bioconductor package scRecover (Miao et al., 2019) using

scImpute imputation option (Li and Li, 2018). Different imputation options like MAGIC (Van Dijk et al., 2018)

and SAVER (Huang et al., 2018) did not change the overall results. Not employing data imputation caused

data inconsistency, meaning that after feature selection and binarization, cell states from some progenitor

B and monocyte cell types had the same binary sequence. 12 unique data points had the same binary

sequence with two labels (progenitor B and monocyte).

We used the 30 hematopoiesis related transcription factors from the comprehensive literature review of

genome-wide hematopoietic transcription factors from the work by (Hannah et al., 2011). These TFs are

listed in Table S1.

We also attempted k-means and TF-IDF (Moussa and M�andoiu, 2018) binarization approaches. Both re-

sulted in inconsistent data.We decided to set the expression of a gene in a cell to 1 if there is an expression,

otherwise to 0, similar to the approaches used in (Fisher et al., 2015; Woodhouse et al., 2018).

The 30 TF gene expression matrix of progenitor B cells and monocytes had 18806 zero and 1864 non-zero

counts. 3678 entries in the matrix have been imputed resulting in 15128 zero and 5542 non-zero counts.

The histogram of counts before and after imputation can be seen in Figure S1.

This resulted in two binary gene expression matrices, the 30 TFs of 124 progenitor B cells and 30 TFs of 565

monocytes. Many of the data points are repeated in the dataset owing to a limited set of TFs and binariza-

tion. Figure S2 shows the t-SNE plot of the binarized gene expression matrix with these 30 TFs. This data is

used to build BNs using the algorithm of (Pal et al., 2005). We sampled 500 cell state pairs in order to build

500 PBNs thus capturing the heterogeneity in the scRNAseq dataset. Each PBN is built using an aggregate

of Boolean rules from 50,000 BNs each of which has one cell pair as their attractors. To construct each PBN,

we sampled one progenitor B cell state and one monocyte state with replacement, proportionally to their

counts in the cell type specific gene expression matrix.

For PBN construction, we used the sampled network approach and for each PBN, we subsampled 10 TFs

out of 30 and built 100 BNs for each of the cell states that are composed of the sampled 10 TFs. We

repeated this process 500 times and produced 50,000 BNs to construct each of the PBNs.

For computing the steady state distribution before and after permanent intervention, we use a perturba-

tion probability of 0.0001. The Markov chain was simulated for 300,000 iterations with a burn-in period of

100,000 iterations because the state space is larger than it was in the analysis on synthetic data. After per-

manent intervention analysis, each state consisted of 29 TFs owing to one TF being fixed.

Aggregation of ranked lists in biological data analysis

In order to find the best intervention for inducing transdifferentiation of a progenitor B cell into a monocyte

for each PBN, we calculated the probability shift after each intervention (TF = 0 or TF = 1) on each TF using

Equation 2, where the departure cell type is progenitor B and the destination cell type is monocyte. We

sorted the TF and intervention type (downregulation (TF = 0) and upregulation (TF = 1)) pairs in descending

order based on the probability shift from departure to destination cell type they induced. We used the

RobustRankAggregation method (Kolde et al., 2012) to produce a consensus list from all the lists, one

from each PBN.
16 iScience 25, 104951, September 16, 2022
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